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EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
W

elcome to the second issue of Blue Sage Magazine!

In our world’s current climate, it is more important than ever to highlight diverse voices
through art and writing. We become more accepting and understanding through
reading, and we find freedom and empowerment through sharing.
What never ceases to inspire me is the wide range of submissions we receive. Each one
is exceptionally one-of-a-kind, to the point where I associate a distinct style, mood,
and vision with each piece. Small bits of them stick with me throughout daily life,
positively shaping and improving my perspective on the world. To me, this is a
testament to how crucial it is to showcase different voices, genres, and styles of
writing in order to represent every part of society.
In my eyes, this issue represents the kind of society I hope we will eventually attain:
one that is full of respect and love, and that values and cherishes all people, along
with their perspectives and experiences, no matter what background they come from.
My goal is for our magazine to be a place for listening, sharing, uplifting, and growth.
Thank you to all of the parents who supported us, as well as the amazing young
contributors to this issue. I understand first-hand how nerve-wracking and
uncomfortable it can be to share your work with complete strangers. However, each of
your voices are heard, appreciated, and celebrated. We are very happy that you
decided to trust us with your work, and our team will always be dedicated to fostering
a supportive and compassionate environment for young artists and writers.
Sincerely,
Christine T.
Founder & Editor-in-Chief
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THE TWO DANCERS
ASMI SINHA, GRADE 5

As the sun rises once again,
We shall be together...
Till’ the end,
We may dance our way,
Through light and dark,
Through dim and bright,
Through big and small,
We glide across...
Like no one’s seen,
Our aeipathy shall continue...
For all the time’s being,
Our dance is like…
The flow of the wind,
The light has slowly dimmed,
Our shows must go on...
We frolic and frisk,
Covering every square inch,
Of the lustrous floor,
Our heads go out...
Like an orchid’s bloom,
Our heads go in...
We dance...
In a trance,
Like it’s a dream,
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Enter a world
Where nobody’s been . . .
As the sun sets once again,
We shall be together.
Till’ the end...
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MY BEST FRIEND
AARON D., GRADE 5
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THE BANANA
ADVENTURE
SADIE W., GRADE 3

O

nce upon a time there was a banana named Buster. He lived in Pizza

Palace, a restaurant. He had a best friend who lived in Pizza Palace, too. Her name
was Bailey. Bailey was great at making banana dresses. She only once went on a
best banana dress competition. She really wanted to win. But she didn’t. So from
then on she never competed again.
But something Buster and Bailey did often was going on walks. They loved
walks. And then at night they would sleep on pizza, as a mattress, and ripped up
bread rolls as a blanket.
“Hey I have an idea, Bailey! Do you want to go on a walk with me?” asked
Buster.
“Sure! Let me just get my bread roll and we can go.” A few minutes later, both
bananas were warm and ready to go. They started their walk.
“So, what do you want to talk about?” asked Buster.
“Well…, I got in a competition for banana dresses.”
“YOU DID?” Buster said wide-eyed.
“Yup! I decided maybe I can win this time.”
“Bailey, you know it’s not all about winning.”
“I know just…”
“It’s about having fun! Even if you got last place you still had fun competing
and making the dress, right?”
“I guess you're right. This time I won’t care which place I get,” Bailey said.
“Good!” Suddenly a person stepped on Buster!
“Owwwwww!”
“Are you okay, Buster?” Bailey asked, peering over his shoulder.
“Yeah.”
“I can stitch you back up with my sewing skills, if you want.”
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“That would be nice.”
Then a person saw Buster, thinking it was trash and put him in her pocket!
Bailey couldn’t find a way to fix this!
She didn’t want to talk because then the person would notice and maybe put
her in her pocket too! Then there would be no chance for either of them to be saved!
So she just ran beside the girl and made sure she wasn’t going to do anything bad
with Buster. Now the girl was looking at a trash can! She dumped Buster in there!
Bailey decided that if Buster was going to be stuck in the trash can she would
be too! So she tried to hop in but it was way too high!
Meanwhile, in the trash can, Buster was trying to get out. But there wasn’t
enough trash in the bin for Buster to hop out. He almost barfed when he saw that
there was a bit of an apple core with flies around it in the trash can!! There were a lot
more things, mostly food but he saw a bottle of hand sanitizer. He used it and then
he thought of an idea. He could paw around in the trash can to see if there was
anything he could use to get out. Like a ladder, or a step stool, or a…
“Drone! With a controller!” yelled Buster. He turned the controller on and held
on to the drone.
“Who hooo!” he yelled in the air. He slowly turned the controller off making
him fall slowly down to the ground.
“Yay! You're out of the trash can!”
“Yeah, but can we please go stitch me back up? My back is really hurting.”
“Sure!” And the two friends walked back to Pizza place together. 30 minutes
later Buster felt a lot better because his back was sewed up again. And, Bailey won
the sewing competition.
“Yay! I won!”
“It. Is. Not. About. Winning! But I’m still happy for you.”
“Let’s go home. And enjoy the air conditioning,” Bailey said.
“Okay.”
And the two friends walked home together, enjoying the sunset.
The End
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BLUE
MADDIE WU, GRADE 5
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THE LIFE OF KOBE
KIRA MURPHY, GRADE 5
I love my owners,
They laugh with me and they play with me
We play lots of games
We play fetch,
We play “don't chew shoes,”
I'm a big fan of “Kobe that’s my flip flop”
I sure do love my owners.
I also love the time it is all chill
my owners often say Kobe read the room,
It is very quiet then
It usually ends up with me dashing away watching my eyelids.

Morning!

Morning!

It's time to go on my walk
I love my morning walks!!
There are so many smells
Once and a while I see another dog
Sometimes we play
sometimes we don't.
I love other dogs.
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When I get home
I like to fall asleep
This is good because my owners like to work all-day
and I can't make any sounds.
Oh! oh! oh! I hear slamming silverware, is that people?
In the kitchen even better
Is it 10:15 already
What am I kidding I don’t care
It's people!
My people love to pet me on the breaks of something they call school.
I don’t like school because I don’t get to see my owners much at all.

Sometimes I feel as my owners don’t understand me,
I can say “there is no food in my bowl”
And they think I say “don’t bark”
Humans are confusing and I should just stick to being a dog!
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BUTTERFLY
RIA SHARMA MISTRY, GRADE 4
Look at the butterfly
Flying through the sky
Its wings are a mix of red white and blue
Look at the butterfly soar
A beautiful thing to adore
It’s the perfect sight just for you
Look at the butterfly soar up high
Now it’s time to say goodbye
Goodbye Butterfly
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AUTUMN GIRL
CATHERINE Z., GRADE 4
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BUTTERFLIES
KADEN WU, GRADE 5

Butterflies fly by
They go by so gracefully
Calm and so happy
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MY BELUGA WHALE
MONICA LOPEZ, GRADE 6
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EASTER BUNNY
RIA SHARMA MISTRY, GRADE 4
I am a very cute bunny
I am also very funny
I hide the eggs for the children to find
I have special hiding spots in mind
There are easter parties hosted by me
After easter ends, I go home where I’m meant to be
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PANDAS
CATHERINE Z., GRADE 4
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SANTA CLAUS
RIA SHARMA MISTRY, GRADE 4

My reindeer are ready to fly
I have presents in my sack
An elf sits beside me
His name is little jack
Kids leave me cookies
With sugar and spice
I put the presents under the trees
For the children who are nice
As I fly in my sleigh
An owl goes who
And you know what it’s saying
Merry Christmas to you
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PUMPKIN HOUSE
CATHERINE Z., GRADE 4
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WILDCATS
EMILY OSGOOD, GRADE 6

T

he wind howled outside the cave and the fire was almost out inside mine.

But I wouldn’t, shouldn’t go out of my room. Not with Dad’s roaring. I rest my muzzle
ontop of my paws and let sleep consume me.
“GEMINI!” Father roars. I wake with a start and walk out of the room.
“Yes, Father?” I ask.
“Eat that mole then go to school! What have I said about oversleeping?”
The School for Cats to Rule Over is a school for female wildcats. It’s all about
being perfect, being clean, and all of that. I’m more of a Tomcat, but dad assigned
me there. I have no friends there, as I’m seen as the “kitty” who needs fixing. I shake
my light-green-and-yellow-flecked coat and walk into the cave.
“You’re late.” My teacher Virgo scolds me as I walk into the class. All
eyes turn towards me as I take to my seat and wait for another day of boredom.
I race home after school and thrust myself into the yard. It’s not exactly a
yard, it’s just an open space instead of a cave. I lie down under the tree and stare at
some tall grass. It rustles. I leap up and catch a ratmouse. A ratmouse is a hybrid
between a rat and a mouse. They’re uncommon, but not endangered. I snack
thoughtfully on the ratmouse and get knocked over by my little brother Cancer. His
white coat shimmers in the sun and he lays down next to me.
“Hey, Gem. Whatcha got there?” His voice is full of energy.
“A ratmouse. How was school?”
“Good. Wait, a ratmouse? I’ve never seen one of those!”
I swallow. “Too late, just finished it.”
“Can we go hunt?”
I sigh. “Dad won’t let us.”
“He’s not here. Besides, he doesn’t have to know.”
I flick my tail. “Fine. But we stay in the yard."
I lower down and stare at more grass. I look over and Cancer does the same.
The grass rustles. I flick my tail, signaling for him to pounce. His paws land on a
ratmouse’s tail. “I’ve got one!” He yelps. I pass it to Cancer.
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“It tastes… good, but different.” He says aloud.
“Yeah,” I say, “Kinda like a rat but a bit mousey.”
A conch horn calls. That meant a meeting. I flick my tail.
“C’mon, Cancer. We gotta go.”
We get stopped at the meeting entrance. A guard named Mercury is guarding
the meeting. Mercury’s rusty-brown coat is very untidy. Virgo would be horrified.
“Names?” he says.
“I’m Gemini, escorting my little brother, Cancer.”
“Parent’s names?”
“Libra and Sagittarius.”
“You may enter.”
Everyone enters and takes a seat. Upon the tallest rocks sits Saturn, our
known leader. “I have called this meeting to order.” He says calmly. His long, orangey
coat stays still in the wind.
“I would like to announce that my wife, Virgo, teacher at The School for Cats
to Rule Over, has spotted a human.”
Murmurs and gasps flicker across the crowd.
“It seemed to be holding something unknown in its paws. I would like everyone
to stay at home until I say otherwise. That could mean caveteaching. Dismissed.”
I hiss as Cancer and I walk home. Caveteaching! I am not going to have girlygirl cat teachings from Mother, and I will not tolerate Father screaming at me as he
‘teaches’ me. My entire family gets home at about the same time. Mom puts a deer
on the table. “I hunted a deer and grabbed some root when I was walking back. It
should feed us for two seven-days.”
“Thanks, mum!” Cancer squeaks.
I rip off the deer antlers and give one to Cancer. They both have some decent
chunks of meat on them.
“How was everyone’s day?” Mom asks.
“Average,” I say calmly.
“Great!” Cancer says, full of pride.
“Normal as a ratmouse,” Father responds.
“My day was odd.” My older brother, Aries, informs.
“Boring.” My older sister Pisces sighs.
“Well, your mother and I gotta teach tomorrow! Get to bed!” Father suddenly
blurts. I walk into the cleanroom and leap into the pool. I immediately jump out and
shake the water off. I lay down on the moss pile in my cave and my eyes close
slowly. I’m a lucid dreamer, most wildcats are. I usually choose to dream of nothing. I
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feel a paw smack my nose very hard and I choose to wake up. I wake up to a furry,
white face staring at me.
“Gemini?” Cancer mewls.
I rub my eyes. “Yes, Cancer?”
“The triplets are fighting in their sleep next to my room very loudly.”
“All of them?” I ask.
“Aries, Taurus and Capricorn. All of them. Your room is the quietest, so I came.
You’re also my favorite sibling.”
“Fine. Come lay down.”
He lays down and I fall back asleep. I forget to lucid dream, so I dream of
Taurus, Aries, and Capricorn floating on clouds.
I wake up with Cancer snuggled against me. Walking out to the room with food
sitting on the table, I grab a piece of root and slice it open with my claws.
I see a sea green and light purple flecked coat walk into the room. “Hey,
Tommy.” Pisces’s cold voice bounces across the stone room. “Ready for
caveteaching?”
“Mom’s not awake yet,” I reply calmly.
“She said I could teach you.” She purrs.
“Fine.”
As she’s teaching me, everyone else comes in, eats, and starts teaching each
other. The tragedy happens right before the second meal.
We hear a crack. A meow. A hiss. The thumping of something big leaving.
Father runs outside.
“Libra! Triplets! Come outside!” He meows. He sounded angered, distressed,
and startled. I walk to the entrance and my claws tighten. An orangish coat with
fluffy rings around the ears lays in front of the pond.
Saturn was dead.
The horn calls. I put the sleeping form of Cancer in my mouth and carry him by
the scruff of his neck to the meeting. Virgo sits atop the stone with her son, Pluto,
next to her. “Saturn is dead,” Virgo says. “And my son is too young.”
“Why?” Pluto asks.
“We must pass the leadership to a new family. I wish we couldn’t. But Pluto
did not challenge Saturn, and he is not old enough. We need a new heir. Any
volunteers?” Father and a lightly striped cat walk up.
“I,” Father says. “I found Saturn’s body anyway.”
“Me,” the cat says.
“Names?” Virgo asks politely.
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“Sagittarius,” Dad says.
“Jupiter,” the other cat responds.
“Reason?”
“I am strong and firm, I am generous, and I raised many heirs.”
“I know my tricks, will always be as fair as I can, and will not have a trail of
death on me.”
“I see.” Virgo ponders that. “Vote.”
Cancer still asleep in my mouth, I grab a stone and place it next to Father. I
wait. “Close your eyes as we count the votes,” Virgo says. Easy for Cancer. I close
my eyes and do my best not to sleep.
“This was a close tie,” Virgo announces. “Let me announce our new leader,
Sagittarius.”
Purrs and hisses jump across the crowd.
Virgo takes us to the Leader’s cave, we choose our rooms, she tells us how
and where the horn is, and leaves. I think Virgo and Pluto will take our old cave.
I choose a room with a bookshelf. I take a scrap of paper and make some
mixture to write with, having mud, plant juice, salt, and crushed berries.
I’m writing this now, hoping to remember Saturn and everything. Now, I gotta
go, Cancer wants me.
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THE QUEEN CAT
MONICA LOPEZ, GRADE 6
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THE WORLD I SEE
CLAIRE LIN, GRADE 6
I look through the eyes of a glass cup
Although it was brought to me on a silver plate,
I fail to see the glistening water that lies inside the dainty cup,
The choices are laid out in front of me,
Do I see this cup as half full,
Or half empty,
I failed to see this question that was laid out for me,
and only protest about the cups emptiness,
I only sink lower and lower and lower into the water,
The world around me seems blurry and I soon see it with anger and pity,
I feel suffocated but no one hears my pleads and cries,
I try to rise high but I fear the end will only come quicker if I do so,
The shatter.

I look through the eyes of a shattered mirror,
Every sharp edge I see reminds me of who I was and might still be,
The edges so sharp that whoever dares to touch it will start bleeding.
I feel pity for myself and seek only for revenge,
but I know revenge won’t solve anything and pity isn’t what I should feel,
I wish the sharp edges will come together
and become a beautiful piece of art that everyone will admire,
If only time could reverse.
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I look through the eyes of a restless pocket watch,
I try my best to learn and improve,
but the chattering and ticking has drove me insane,
This lens is getting blurry and now I am blinded by the red I see everyday,
I find ways to stop the ticking and block out the noise but doing so drains my energy,
If I can no longer turn a blind eye then what can I do?
I am afraid to ask,
Perhaps I only need to polish this glass lens that I look though.

I look through the eyes of a teachers glasses,
There are beautiful roses sitting delicately inside the old charred vase,
The flowers so happy, bright and pretty,
The vase so somber and plain,
The people around me were like the pitiful vase,
Yet they smile as if the pain they had was nothing,
That the weight they carried on their shoulders,
was as light as a feather about to be blown away,
Even in the greatest piece of art there are flaws,
I can see a blooming flower sprouting from a piece of coal.

I look through the eyes of a sprouting flower,
I am laughed at by the grown flowers due to my unsightly appearance,
I am pitied by the writhing ones as they breathe their last breath,
There is a thorn that pushes deeper and deeper,
while vines block my view of happiness,
I hope one day I will sprout and blossom,
I hope my plain green will turn into a bright red
The ones who have hurt me multiple times and caused the thorn and vines to grow,
As I sprout more and more the vines grow thinner and thinner,
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I hope I can prove those who once mocked me wrong,
The thorn is still there but I feel faith and courage,
I look through the eyes of a sprouting flower.
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SUNSET
ABBY H., GRADE 5
Ball of fire descends
Golden and Cerulean
Streaked across the sky
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THE TIME MACHINE
ALEKSANDRA SEMENOVA, GRADE 4

T

he sunshine streamed directly into my eyes from the crack in the curtains.

As I slowly came to my senses, I realized what today was: the first day of summer! I
leaped out of bed and spread the curtains wide. I opened the window a crack and
breathed in a familiar scent; it had rained during the night. Refreshed, I opened my
closet and looked in the summer section of my clothing. I chose a pink shirt, black
leather jacket, and some ripped jeans. I quietly descended the stairs, judging by the
lack of noise that my parents and my sisters were still asleep.
Suddenly I heard a voice behind me. “What are you doing downstairs at seven
am?” It was female and cool, and I knew who it was before I even turned around.
“Ashley.” Ashley was looking at me suspiciously, her gorgeous black hair
already brushed and glossy. “You realize it’s not your job to look after me, right?”
She flipped her hair over her shoulder and said in a slightly annoyed voice,
“Well, I am the eldest, and it is my job to make sure you aren’t stealing cookies while
everyone’s asleep.”
I rolled my eyes and said, “Sooo, your job is to be a tattle tail regardless of if I
had actually done anything wrong. Okay. And FYI, you are not the eldest.”
“And FYI, you are not the eldest,” mocked Ashley. I rolled my eyes again and
continued downstairs. Ashley thinks she should be allowed to tell me and little Roxie
what to do (what happened one minute ago gives an example… Although it is often
much worse). We are ages 16 (Ashley), 12 (me), 6 (Roxie). And, technically, Ashley
is the eldest… But the key words are, ‘out of the three of us.’
I opened the fridge and took out the milk jug. Abruptly I heard a crash that
rang in in my ears. I hurried to where the sound seemed to be coming from. I found
Roxie and tiny glass pieces that probably used to be a glass. “Sowy,” said Roxie. She
has real trouble pronouncing Rs, so anything that has an R in it (including her own
name) is pronounced with a W instead. “I didn’t mean to bweak the cup,” she said
with an apologetic look.
I sighed. “It’s fine, Roxie. You should go dress.”
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She ran off as I took the dustpan and broom. Suddenly I felt a stab of pain as
an unnoticed piece of glass entered my foot. I stopped in my tracks as I cried out in
pain. Roxie, who had gone from her room and down the stairs, now stood and looked
at me with a concerned face.
“What happened to youw foot?” she asked.
“Nothing, nothing,” I said through gritted teeth. Roxie shrugged (yeah, I know,
she is too easy to convince; if you told her, ‘hey, our cat died.’ She would at first
think you were joking, but if you tell her why our cat died, she will believe you.) and
went up the stairs all over again.
I finished sweeping up the pieces, got myself a Band-Aid, and, skipping
breakfast, biked to the library (I left a note to my parents). Our city library opens
quite early, considering the usual opening times for public places; it opens at 8:00
am. As I parked and locked my bike, I took a moment to appreciate books. The library
is my favorite place in the world other than my cozy reading alcove in my room.
Everybody calls me a bookworm, which I don’t mind at all because it’s true. Also, I
like worms. Go figure. I pushed open the glass doors and entered the San Francisco
Library. I greeted the librarian, Mrs. Everdeen, and continue to the Fiction aisle of
bookshelves. As I browsed through the different fiction books, I was vaguely aware
of a whirring sound nearby. I hastily picked out a book titled House of Many Ways by
Diana Wynne Jones and decided to investigate.
Suddenly I heard a voice. “Hi, Kat!” my best friend Brooklyn called. I turned
around and called back to Brooklyn, who was at the other end of the aisle.
“Hey Brooklyn!” Me and Brooklyn have a lot in common, but things we both
loved the most were books and libraries. We each had a copy of a book that we liked
called Howl’s Moving Castle by Diana Wynne Jones. As you probably guessed we love
that author, and instead of friendship bracelets, we have “friendship books”!
Brooklyn hurried forward to meet me. Precipitously an object flew at Brooklyn, and
probably would have given her concussion or something if it had hit her. Thanks o
her adroit maneuvering, it did not. As the object landed, we could see that it was a
soccer ball. Suddenly Brooklyn started laughing. “Why are you laughing? That ball
could’ve killed you!” I said.
Brooklyn calmed down and said in between short bursts of giggling, “Sorry,
it’s just that earlier my brother had built a catapult and my dog had accidentally
made it fire.”
“James made a catapult in the library?”
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“Yep. I don’t know why.” We both laughed and continued browsing together.
Soon I heard the whirring sound again. “Brooklyn, do you hear that?” I asked. She
nodded and we cautiously moved towards the sound.
We seemed to follow the sound for a long time, but it really was only five
minutes. Finally, we came to the source of the noise: a big, capsule-shaped machine
in an inconspicuous corner. “We found a time machine!” Brooklyn said excitedly.
“Woah, woah, woah,” I said. “Let’s not go jumping to conclusions. I mean, why
would it be a time machine?”
“Whatever it is, let’s check it out!” Brooklyn said and slid open the door to
the inside. We came in and saw a series of buttons and switches on a board. But one
thing proved Brooklyn’s theory; a set of wheels that showed different numbers, and
currently together they made up the year 1995. “Woah,” Brooklyn said. “Far out!”
“Well… We found this machine, didn’t we? So we have the right to use, don’t
we?” I asked, grinning mischievously.
Brooklyn’s eyes sparkled and she said, “What year should we go to?”
I thought for a little while, then said, “How about 1963? We could listen to
Martin Luther King, Jr.’s speech if we switch the date to August 28!”
Brooklyn nodded and she scrolled the wheels so they showed the number
1963, then clicked the buttons that said ‘August’ and ‘28.’ The door closed and the
machine started whirring. A white flash of light, and then we were in rectangular
room with bookshelves and comfortable looking armchairs around a small table.
“This must be where the library is in our time, but right now it’s something else!” I
exclaimed.
“It must be,” agreed Brooklyn. “I think we should hurry if we want to try to
listen to the speech,” I said. We exited the machine and started routing through the
building.
2 hours later
Now we are on a bus that is driving to the Capitol building. There were a lot of
black people on the bus, and not so many white people. But I guess that makes
sense. The building we had been in had turned out to be a library too (and was really
big, therefore extremely hard to navigate). When we exited the library, we walked all
the way to the nearest bus stop while gaping at the get-up on all the people.
“I think we’re almost there,” Brooklyn whispered to me.
“Yeah,” I whispered back. Just as I said that the bus pulled up and everybody
left. The Capitol building was a few yards away and the mass of people plus us
hurried over. We chose two seats in the front row and waited. Everybody started
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clapping and whooping as Martin Luther King, Jr. came on-stage. He cleared his
throat and seemed to take a deep breath before he began.
…
Suddenly I realized how much time truly passed since we’d been in the library
and had found the time machine. And I realized how worried our parents must be.
“Brooklyn! We need to go; our parents are probably worried!” I whispered quickly then
pulled her up and hastened to the bus stop. We traveled home, only slightly upset. It
was fun anyway. The machine was great.
The End
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IT’S TIME TO GET UP AND
EXERCISE!
FLL MASTERMINDS, GRADE 5
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VIRTUAL WORLD
SAMARTH KAASHYAP, GRADE 6
As we descend into this never-ending tar pit
With life’s ad infinitum and no one gaining wit.
We sink into the world where the hackers are fought
Into a world where your brain will slowly rot.
Your eyes burning at the sight of the screen,
That will lead you to an endless scream.
It may seem fun at first not having to go to school and all,
But will you still think that when your head starts to creep and crawl?
No interaction with your school mates,
What will become of our doomed fates?
Learning is not that fun or easy,
It might make everyone feel queasy.
With the virtual world, it is hard to concentrate,
So we have to find a way to set it straight.
But how will we do that you may ask,
Well, it’s not as easy as drinking water from a flask.
We have to work hard and strive through,
We have to beat this petty excuse for the flu.
Maintain your strength and sharpen your wit,
Pull yourself out of the tar pit.
Only then and then only can we prevail,
In these historical times, we must avail.
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THE RIGHT SIDE OF TECHNOLOGY
THU MAI HUYNH, GRADE 4

Technology and electronics can be good or bad, but they can also be helpful if
we don't abuse them. An example would be Chrome. Most of us use Chrome for
school and work, but people might make websites that put viruses into your
computers. The internet is also dangerous to little kids if not used properly.
I chose to draw this picture of three different types of electronics because
during the quarantine, they've helped us adapt to staying at home. I made this
drawing on IOS application Sketches using iPad and Apple Pencil. The drawing
represents how technology and electronics help us do our work and stay connected
during the pandemic, because the different three electronics have applications that
we use every day. They help us with work, school work, and even entertainment. I
drew the application icons modeled after popular applications and those that I
personally use.
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THE KNITZOID
ASTEROID NECKLACE
L.J. TURCHETTI, GRADE 5

“B

rring! Brring!” Lauren Li was just reaching for the snooze button when

she heard Mom’s voice, “Today is not the day to be lazy! We’re expected to be at the
Space Station by two o’clock sharp! I ain’t waiting another forty-six years on this
planet!” Lauren hastily put on her clothes and headed to the dining room for
breakfast: plant-based steak and eggs, juice, and a piece of toast.
After waiting their turn an entire year, Lauren and her family now have a
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to live on Mars. As the experts claimed, they’ll be
traveling on a spaceship for well over one year, despite an average speed of 1,300
mph. The Li family has already completed one month of intense training to prepare
for the trip; they are ready for the flight. Their ragdoll cat, Bella, will be traveling with
them.
The Li family had traveled 400 days by the time they landed.
“RRRRRR……” the commotion made by the landing spaceship seemed as
though someone had taken a max-powered hair dryer and placed it right over their
ears.
“I expected a slightly better sound than that,” Lauren shouted, “I’m gonna be
deaf!”
Mom snapped back, “You’re still thinking about those first-class seats with
noise cancellation, huh?” She shut Lauren up.
They walked down the side stairs with blown-out ears. Lauren looked up.
“Whoa!” exclaimed Lauren. The enormous machines used to take water out of the
ground emerged in the distance. The scent of carbon dioxide entered Lauren’s nose,
but her pre-flight vaccines prevented notable harm to her lungs.
“Smells like eggs.” Dad put up a disgusted face.
“Well … deal with it! Want me to get flowers?” Mom shut Dad up.
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As far as Lauren could see, the land was peacefully orange-red, and there
weren’t many streets except one with stores and shops to get basic needs. “The
houses … they’re incredible,” she thought. They all took a ride in a self-driving pickup truck and moved into their new home. As the people passed by, Lauren became
fixated on the cyber houses. They are mainly white to deflect the glaring light and
blazing heat of the Sun. The chattering sound of children from inside the houses
filled in the silence.
By the time they got to their house, it was already midnight though Lauren
wasn’t feeling sleepy at all. As she unpacked her bags, Bella was getting a checkup
at a nearby vet. Lauren wondered if Bella was smoothly integrating into the new
environment. Not long after, an internet technician came to teach them how to
access the web. To their surprise, everything was wireless.
After the people cleared out, Lauren drank a sip of warm water and continued
her journal in bed. Finally, she found time to rest, but it wasn’t long before she was
interrupted.
“Scrunch. Scrunch.” Lauren heard a noise from beyond the house.
“Scrunch. Scrunch.” Footsteps. It gradually got louder.
Lauren stepped out of bed to wake up her father. “Okay. Just this time to go
see.” Her father took her for a walk outside.
As they stepped out, a breeze blew. “Shh,” The branches shook.
Lauren was startled, “Did you hear that?” Dad remained silent.
A freaky-looking creature popped out.
“Ahhhh!” They screamed in unison.
“Ahhhh!” The creature squealed.
“An alien!” Lauren shouted, and they both ran back to their house.
As they peered through the window, they saw the creature scanning the
house.
“He looks scared,” Lauren said, breaking the never-ending silence.
Lauren went to her mother’s room. “Mom,” she whispered, “You’ve got to see
this!” Still half asleep from the tiring flight, Mom got up and looked out the window.
“Let’s bring him in,” said Dad.
“Should we call the police?” Mom interrupted Dad.
“Maybe it’s just a wild animal,” Dad explained. He seemed to always remain
calm, even if an alien was by the house.
“Good point! Let’s try to bring him in. Maybe Bella would like having a new
mate.” Lauren said. Before anyone knew it, she ran outside and slowly approached
the pistachio-green creature. He didn’t notice their presence. Lauren inspected him.
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He was about her height but skinnier. He had a human-like build but with rounder
eyes and pointier ears.
“Hello?” Dad asked cautiously. The alien was startled but didn’t answer. He
moved toward it. As she slowly reached toward the creature, it moved back.
“It’s okay, come here,” Lauren said. She gently ran her fingers across the
creature’s arms. “The alien seems … that it could use some help,” Lauren thought.
As she, her mom, and her dad slowly walked home, the creature followed. Likewise,
when one of them stopped, the creature paused. As they got closer to the entrance
of their home, the alien hesitated. Lauren again reached out for him, this time with
more aplomb. The creature held Lauren’s hand. Together, they headed into the
house.
When they got inside, Lauren pulled out some Oreos from the cupboard and
dipped them in milk. The alien got his share, too.
Lauren pointed at her chest and said, “Lauren.” She then pointed toward the
alien.
“Knitzoid,” the alien said, pointing at his chest. Everyone laughed.
“Knitzoid?” Lauren asked with a delightful smile.
“Knitzoid,” the alien replied. Lauren was just about to shout out “Knitzoid!”
when she spotted a neighbor looking at them.
“911? A dangerous animal is inside the house next door,” the tall neighbor in
her pajamas said into her iGlasses.
Minutes later, “Ding dong, ding dong!” Dad was just putting away the cookies
when he heard the doorbell rang. Thoughts raced through Lauren’s mind: is it the
police? What about Knitzoid? A police officer barged in. He saw Knitzoid sprinting
toward the window and, “ZZZ!” The officer knocked him out with a taser gun. “That’s
weird, first animal attack in a long time. I didn’t hear about the zoo losing any,” he
said. Lauren pushed the police officer away, ran to Knitzoid, eyes filled with tears
pouring out like a fountain.
“What did he do to deserve that?” Lauren roared in anger.
“Whoa,” the police officer said confused, “What did he do? You may not know
how dangerous that creature is. He could have …”
“But he’s harmless,” Lauren said. “His name is Knitzoid.” The police officer
giggled, then looked toward Mom. She didn’t laugh back. Lauren was looking to her
for empathy.
“He’s not dangerous,” Mom said. “He’s our friend.”
“Let’s hand this monster to the zoo.” He pulled out a two-way radio, “I need a
zoo truck, at 1266 Mars Town.”
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A few minutes later, the doorbell rang once more. Dad opened the door. A
zookeeper rushed in. Lauren tried to block him, but Mom held her back. She watched
in pain as Knitzoid was put in a cage and taken away.
After the zookeeper and police officer left, everyone hit the sack knowing
they wouldn’t fall asleep.
The next morning, Lauren’s mom turned on the news, “A twelve-year-old girl
living on Mars Town Street encountered a new creature, never before seen on Mars.
Overnight, researchers discovered that a whole population has been living in an
unexplored part of the planet.” Lauren and her mom were watching closely; her dad
was at work. A picture came up on the screen. It was Knitzoid. In a cage. Lauren
sprang up and gasped in disbelief.
“Ding dong.” The doorbell rang. Mom opened the door, and a horde of reporters
burst in. The lights flashed on their faces. “Today, we’re broadcasting live at the
home of Lauren Li. Mrs. Li, how was your daughter’s encounter with the Knitzoid? Did
it attack anyone?”
“Patience,” Mom announced, “Patience! I’ll accept only one interviewer at a
time.”
“So, how did it feel to stand by a whole new kind of animal, without a fence
around it?” another interviewer asked.
“I’ll say it was heart-warming. Different from your claims. The Knitzoid did not
hurt anyone.” Mom answered.
“Really? That’s interesting. Are you glad that you can visit him in the zoo
anytime now?” another interviewer asked.
Lauren spoke up, “No. Not at all. Knitzoid should be freed.”
“Well…”
“He is a civilized creature,” Mom said. Lauren nodded.
Lauren took a deep breath. “Can I have the mic?” The interviewer handed the
microphone to Lauren. Cameras were pointing directly at her, broadcast live on Mars
and Earth. “The Knitzoid did not hurt any of us. He is a lovely creature. He’s peaceful
and pistachio-colored. And I felt the warm heart of his when we enjoyed midnight
Oreos together. I even touched him. He was fearful at first, but then he opened his
arms to us. We became friends. But then the police electrocuted him and had a
zookeeper take him away. I think, that instead of locking Knitzoids in cages, we
should coexist with them.”
“So, you’re suggesting there should be Knitzoids everywhere out in the
streets?” the reporter asked.
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“Shouldn’t we be careful about not making the same historical mistakes?”
Lauren argued, “Like how Christopher Columbus invaded the New World, and how the
colonists stole land from the natives? The Knitzoids have lived on Mars long before
we humans arrived.” Everyone gasped.
A week later, a news flash hit the airwaves, “Now for an announcement from
the government. An official decision was made that Knitzoids shall be immediately
freed to live as they did before humans arrived. As Lauren Li exposed to the world a
week ago, Knitzoids are peaceful beings who inhabited Mars long before humans
did.”
“Knock knock.” Lauren got the door.
“Lauren!” It was Knitzoid! Everybody ran up to him and let him in. “I got this
human translation device,” Knitzoid said.
“Do you know what I’m saying now?” Lauren asked.
“Yes!”
Lauren squeezed Knitzoid so hard that he squealed. He then called in his
Knitzoid family and friends. They presented her with the honorary Asteroid Necklace.
The necklace had three asteroids hanging from it: one for friendship, one for
admiration, and another for achievement. The elder Knitzoid told her that she is the
first human to befriend a Knitzoid, so she and her family will always be welcomed on
Mars.
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GALAXY
VANESSA F., GRADE 5
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3122, THE END OF THE EARTH
ALICIA VAZQUEZ-ARTIGAS, GRADE 6

I

can tell without seeing you that you have no idea what this story is going

to be about. True, it could be about knights and castles, green aliens and UFOs, or
even a romance, but just know that this tale is none of the above.
All of our lives started on Earth. We all know that and embrace that notion
with open arms and recognize that this planet might be the only home we will ever
set eyes on, but we also take into account the possibility that our only home may be
destroyed in the billions of years to come. Our most educated guess is in about a
billion years. Most humans believe that the homo sapien species will perish along
with our home planet. But some humans refuse to accept this fate, and here our tale
starts.
In the year 3122, the whole world was frantic to either find a solution for the
rapidly increasing dangers of Global Warming or to launch an expedition to Mars. The
citizens of the Earth descended into chaos as an unprecedented amount of
volcanoes started to appear, erupt, and spew lava and rocks. Witnesses described it
as the World Wide Pompeii. The destruction mostly happened at nighttime. Entire
governments had ordered that there be a country-wide power cut off. Scorching
debris launched from New York could hit a lamppost in L.A. and cause a raging fire
that nobody could do anything about. Meanwhile, a whole network of cellars,
basements, and subways were being built underground. With this precaution in
place, the SPFA or Space Program For All was able to continue their efforts to
research the causes of this cataclysm in order to stop it and most importantly, how
to launch a mission to permanently inhabit Mars. Unlike any previous missions, this
one would determine the fate of the Earth and its population. The SPFA needed all
capable people on board with this mission, and despite being a matter of life and
death, a board of world leaders met online and approved that children fifteen and up
would be allowed to help. They moved into cave-like rooms with their families and
tried their best to be of service. It was an honor to be approved for such a task and
they committed to it with all their young and innocent hearts. One such recruit was
Faith Johhansen. Although it was her job to oversee the functioning of all of the
high-tech computers that had been installed in the walls, she didn’t think her
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talents were being put to good use. Every once in a while she saw grown-ups
designing the spaceship, calculating the launch, and timing everything to match
with one of the few breaks between eruptions, and all of it was done in Washington
D.C. Faith had always wanted to go there, but when she finally got the chance as a
fifteen-year-old it was in unimaginable circumstances.
They were traveling underground in the packed subways, carrying all the
possessions they dared bring, and Faith’s little sister Joy, an excitable, adventurous
little nine-year-old, now looked terrified. This was a smite too much adventure for
her. What made Joy well known at SPFA headquarters was the following: The board,
at the request of a representative, held a contest for who could think of the best
phrase to put on banners for the SPFA. Joy’s idea was the most popular idea and
therefore won the contest. Joy’s phrase ended up on banners and flyers, which
read ”Space Awaits!” (I guess the adults just needed to think long-term). After the
winners were announced, the “Modern Pompeii'' survivors went back to their cavelike homes and braced themselves for another night of endless horrors. The mood
was not that pleasant, mostly due to the setting and situation, as the “caves'' that
they lived in were really more of an anthill. There were two main streets running
perpendicularly, similar to the ancient city of Alexandria’s layout. Off of these
streets were smaller streets that created a grid-like pattern, and in the squares of
those grids there was a cluster of cave homes. In the point where the two main
tunnels met was SPFA’s headquarters, which had mostly dirt walls and tarps on the
floors. The cave homes had little furnishings and just a few ledges carved into the
rock for sleeping or storage; most of the people’s belongings were simply leaning
against the walls. Faith and Joy awoke that night to the alarm that indicated that
lava had breached a section of the underground nation. Joy looked up to Faith with a
look of “is this really happening or is this a nightmare?”
“Don’t worry Joey,” Faith said with false confidence, attempting to soothe the
young girl’s fears. “The breach could be in California for all we know.” Faith felt panic
overcome her as she heard the calm female voice of one of the presidents that only
a strong leader could muster.
“All SPFA workers and families, do not panic,” it announced. Faith panicked.
The president’s voice continued, “please stay calm and move to the safe
chambers for evacuation.”
To Faith, all that mattered was getting her family to their safe-room. Of
course Joy’s teddy bear and photo album went in the backpack and so did Faith’s
favorite book. They all tugged at the door to the safe chamber but it wouldn’t budge.
All of them pulled at the door handle, managing to pull it open just far enough for the
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girls to slip through. They all pushed and pulled but there was a wedge in the stone
floor which prevented the door from opening any farther; all efforts were useless.
Faith and Joy looked at each other in distress, then at their parents in anguish. Faith
felt all the responsibility for bringing her family to SPFA to their doom, but their
mom and dad didn’t seem to feel as much distress as they did. They heard the
sizzling sound from the lava gushing nearer and nearer. Their parents pushed and
closed the door to save the girls. Moments later they were gone. Joy cried her little
heart out, curling up in her older sister’s lap. Faith couldn't believe it, they were all
alone. But before the shock had enough time to sink in, she heard a shifting above
their heads, thinking the lava had reached the safe chamber, they instinctively
flinched and held onto each other for dear life, but instead, they saw a little
trapdoor open, and a ladder reached down. Hesitantly, Faith stood up, Joy in her
arms, head buried into her shoulder, and backed up against the far wall.
Then they heard a young voice beckoning them to come up, “The danger is
over, you can come up now, it’s safe.” The person who spoke these words was a boy,
about thirteen years old, with hair so black it almost looked purple and a concerned
look in his dark blue eyes. He extended his hand through the hole in the roof out to
the terrified girls, who just stared at him, mostly unsure whether to trust him. What
if the lava hadn’t been an accident? What if this boy didn’t have any intention to
help them?
“Ok Faith,” she thought, “It's probably fine. You are being sort of paranoid right
now.” She breathed out, and started inching her way towards the ladder. They heard
sizzling noises from what had formerly been their home. Suddenly alert, they
climbed up the ladder without hesitation. Anything was better than a horrible death
by lava. It wasn’t long before Joy got out and noticed that there was yet another
ladder coming from the floor above them. Faith paused, deciding whether to climb
up, but before the girls knew it they had scrambled up that ladder after the boy, and
entered a room, but then they noticed that it wasn't a room at all though, for there
were windows that showed a stone wall apparently separating whatever they were in
with another part of the corridor.
Suddenly the boy jumped out of his seat and ran towards an older bald man
with a white beard. “Captain!” he exclaimed, “I can’t hold off the lava for much
longer!”
“That’s ok Ace, but get us out of here right now! That’s an order!” Captain
barked back to Ace with urgency.
“Yes sir, right away sir,” he answered respectfully. Then whatever they were in
started to rise up to the surface up to the waiting spaceship above.
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As they ascended, Faith felt Joy’s little hand slip into hers, “I wish that Mom
and Dad were here,” Joy whispered, silent tears running down her face. Faith was
about to respond, but then they arrived to the top floor. There were scientists
running around with clipboards and kids playing tag, and it took Joy only one short
glance at them to run and join into their game, trying to wipe away her tears. The
girls couldn’t believe they were on the first-ever spaceship that would bring humans
to Mars!
Faith looked out the window and read “Rimor,” Latin for explorer. “What an
appropriate name for a spaceship!” she thought.
It took an immense period of time to get enough provisions for the six- to
eight-month trip to the Red Planet. After that, it was only a matter of weeks before
the spaceship was fully operational and they were off on the long trip to Mars. Joy
made several friends, a few of them who had suffered tragedies such as theirs.
Once they had settled enough on Mars, the spaceship would be boarded again and
off on the possibly thousand-year-long odyssey towards another habitable planet.
At least Faith and Joy were happy on the spaceship, playing and lending a hand. The
two sisters would always stay together no matter what, and with those cheerful
thoughts Faith, Joy and Ace stepped out of the spaceship’s simulator, looking out at
the galaxy through the Rimor's window.
“I like how I was the rescuer this time,” Ace boasted. “I did it better than
either of you two.”
Joy stuck out her tongue and grabbed Faith’s hand.
“Come on sis! Let’s see what Mom and Dad are up to in the lab!” Faith
chuckled, pulled down her hood, adjusted her glasses, and took off running, Joy
trailing behind her.
“I guess I’ll just stay here then!” Ace quickly shouted back to them.
“Sure… Just don't go back into the simulator without us!”
THE END
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WHAT THE WORLD
NEEDS NOW
CYRA SU, GRADE 4

M

y alarm rang loudly in my ears. I protested and rolled over. My twin sister

Laurilyn stirred in her sleep. I covered my ears and proceeded to sleep for a few
more minutes. A moment later I opened one eye to glare at my alarm clock. I sat up
fast. Laurilyn made a sound of protest and flopped an arm over her head. Whenever I
looked at Laurilyn, I felt guilt for my long lost friend. But despite my aching heart I
still had to go to school. Because of coronavirus me and Laurilyn did online classes.
Also, I maybe should have mentioned this earlier but there were only fifteen minutes
left until class started.
I slid out of bed and changed as quickly and quietly as possible so I wouldn’t
wake up Laurilyn.
I stumbled downstairs and saw my mother carrying a platter of pancakes,
humming softly to herself.
She froze when she saw me and gave me a surprised look, “Care for a
pancake? Or perhaps a waffle?” Mother waved a hand at the waffles and maple syrup
on the table, then up at the platter that she was carrying.
I hurried over to the dining table and nodded slightly when I passed my
mother. I plopped a pancake down onto my plate and chomped it down as quickly as
possible. I peered over at my mother. She was nibbling slowly on her pancake.
I gave her a puzzled look and thought, “Doesn’t she need to go to work?” I
didn’t have time to ask, I charged upstairs and zipped into my room. Laurilyn sat up
and rubbed her eyes as if she saw tigers tumbling out of my ears. I sat down and
opened my computer. Just then someone tapped me lightly on the shoulder. I didn’t
look up from my computer screen.
“You're already awake?! You usually like to sleep in, what brought you up so
early?” Laurilyn’s voice was puzzled but for some reason it always sounded calming
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to me. Laurilyn was younger than me. “You’re going to be late for class.” I answered
simply. Laurilyn's expression was hard to read. “Be late for school? Arssivia is your
head taking a nap on the sun? Today is Saturday you butterfly brain.” Laurilyn giggled
and I turned to stare at her. The whirlwind in my mind slowed, then stopped, “Today
is-is Saturday?” Laurilyn nodded slightly and hopped out of bed.
I returned my gaze to my computer. I scrolled through my apps and found an
app called INTERVAL. INTERVAL was an app for chatting. When you first make your
account, you enter in a number. If someone else’s account already claimed that
number then you would have to pick a different one. If you want to add someone to
your chats you simply type in their number in the search bar. Lots of people use
INTERVAL for meeting new people. They like to type in random numbers in the search
bar and see if that number has been claimed. INTERVAL was a new app and not many
people knew about it so most numbers were unclaimed.
I closed my eyes and typed in a random number and to my surprise it actually
worked. I looked at my number and saw that I had typed in 58395748. “Finally
someone typed in my number. My device doesn’t allow me to type in other numbers.
All this time no one has ever typed in this number. Maybe you can be my friend. I’m
looking for new friends. Who are you? My name is Yune.”
The words flashed onto the screen. My jaw dropped. I had a sudden flash
back. I was in preschool, my friend Yune sat beside me. We were giggling and tossing
jokes back and forth. After we calmed our giggles Yune said that she loved to look at
the night sky and that the wish star would grant you any wish if you work hard
enough to earn it. She said that if a person saw the wish star then that means that
they worked hard to earn a wish. After she said that, Yune popped a strawberry into
her mouth and Yune froze. She shrieked. Her shrieks echoed against the walls. Then
Yune, Arssivia’s best friend, the person who believed every word that Arssivia said,
vanished and was never seen again. Yune is my lost friend.
I reached out my arms and gingerly typed out, “I’m Arssivia. Also I’m looking
for new friends too.” A flash then, “You might not believe me but I am from a two
dimensional world. Two dimensional people can travel faster than light and do a little
magic but only on living things. We can make people braver, stronger, smarter. Those
are the good things that we can do. But we can also do bad things. Such as making
someone to like someone against their free will. Or making someone do what they do
not want to do.”
After I had my chat with Yune, I decided that I would go visit my other friend,
Sereene. I haven’t visited her or had time to visit her in the last three days.
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I rapped on Sereene’s door and the door swung open. Sereene’s mom poked
her head out. “Hi, I was hoping that maybe I could see Sereene?” Sereene’s mother’s
eyes watered and after awhile she finally managed to choke out, “S-Sereene died ttwo days ago because of c-coronavirus.”
The next day I shook Laurilyn until she woke up. “What?” Laurilyn mumbled.
“Laurilyn, I need to tell you something,” I shook her some more. So I told her about
Yune and about Sereene.
When I was sitting in front of my computer I typed to Yune, “I know that you
can’t enchant non-living things. But, I am a living thing. I thought about it overnight.
Can you enchant me to bring (person’s name) back to life whenever I say, ‘Yune I
need your help, please bring (person’s name) back to life.’ I was hoping that you can
do that.” As I waited I thought, “If this works, then I know what the world needs now.
All we need is one spell.” Long minutes ticked by and then finally, “All done!” popped
onto the screen.
Yune helped Laurilyn and I a lot until at last, I laid my dream and what the
world needed most at Yune’s feet.
“Yune this is a lot to ask, and I understand If you don't want to do this or can’t
do this. But I am hoping that you will say yes. Can you stop coronavirus? I mean, like
the same way you brought Sereene back to life?”
I stared at the screen. And stared at it some more. But nothing appeared. A
whole day passed by and finally, finally, finally, “I can’t believe this.” I stared at the
screen in confusion. “Arsy, you did it. I knew you were the right person to save the
world. Look, you saved everyone, including me. Remember when I ate that
strawberry? The strawberry transported me to this two dimensional world. Everyone
here is friendly to one another but I don’t have any real friends.This world makes me
feel like an outsider. I don’t like it, And I never want to be trapped like that again.
Someone enchanted that strawberry to trap the person who eats it into a two
dimensional world. Remember when we were curled up in the library, reading a book
about the ancient ghost who haunted people’s nightmares, and made them lose
their lives in their sleep? I wasn't terrified at all. I thought that it was just another
story made up to scare the little ones. But you were horrified. You shivered
constantly like you were trapped in a snowstorm and couldn’t get out. But Arsy, you
were right to be scared. That ancient ghost is the one who enchanted that
strawberry. It was the ghost who trapped me. I was trapped, and there was only one
thing that could free me: a friend. I needed a friend. A smart, brave, and
compassionate friend, that's you. This friend had to ask me to do a spell or two.
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Each person had seven chances before I had to give up on them. Only one spell could
free me. I didn’t know what that spell was. Apparently, stopping coronavirus was the
spell.” my eyes were as wide as full moons. I thought, “It’s her, Yune!”
I ran outside. I didn’t look back. All I did was run. I closed my eyes and let my
heart take me in the right direction. A while later I opened them and saw Laurilyn and
Sereene running beside me.
We arrived at Crystal Lake. Moonbeams danced on the lake's surface, the
silver light reflected. A chilly gust of wind whispered through the willow trees all
around it. Tiny willow leaves danced and twirled and landed on the lake's surface.
The leaves sent miniature ripples waving through the lake. Crystal Lake stretched
endlessly as we approached. Without hesitation Sereene leaped into the Lake.
Laurilyn and I followed.
We found ourselves standing on a clear blade of green grass. There was Yune.
It was night time. Sereene lay down and Laurilyn seated herself next to me. Yune
came over and placed herself next to Laurilyn. Laurilyn leaned into me and
whispered, “Have you ever seen the wish star?” Yune pointed, and we looked. “You
know,” I said wonderingly, “One thing the world needed most was for coronavirus to
end.” And as I said that, tears filled our eyes.
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FRIENDSHIP
CYRA SU, GRADE 4
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WELCOME TO NERORTHA,
CHAPTER 1: A NEW WORLD
(PART 1)
SHAILI SHARMA, GRADE 6

E

liza was stuck in her daydream. Sixth grade wasn’t her best school year,

and she grasped any chance to find her way into a place where teachers weren’t
hounding her for her “missing” Social Studies homework. She especially liked
daydreaming on her way to the children’s daytime prison, which people call school.
Her twin sister Victoria, and Victoria’s best friend Dorothy, were walking next to her
on the sidewalk. Dorothy insisted that they get their exercise by walking to school,
and also help the environment by reducing gasoline usage within their families. Eliza
and Victoria had an older sister who had her Learners Permit, but Dorothy didn’t go
on the ride. So, they would walk the two miles to school.
While they were walking, Eliza only heard bits and pieces of Dorothy and
Victoria’s conversation. She heard Dorothy talking about the next year, and Victoria
adding on to the conversation. Victoria had a soft voice which contrasted highly
with Dorothy’s commanding voice.
“My parents want me to go to a private school next year,” Dorothy said to
Victoria.
“Really? Are you going?” Victoria asked.
“No. I told my parents that private schools are just an expensive alternative
to public schools,” Dorothy answered. “Also, I would never find friends as good as
you and Eliza there.”
Victoria smiled and patted Dorothy’s arm.
Eliza fell back into the world of her Minecraft daydream. She just finished her
castle when she heard Dorothy say her name.
“Eliza, what is that?” Dorothy asked.
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At first Eliza didn’t see what Dorothy was pointing to, but when she did, she
was shocked.
“It just fell out of the sky!” Victoria gasped.
Dorothy leaned down, and picked it up. It was a silver necklace with a huge
metallic purple stone on it. The stone was smooth and a perfect oval. It was easily
half the size of Dorothy’s hand. Their faces reflected back at Eliza, warped, when
she peered over Dorothy’s shoulder.
Eliza and Victoria shared the same shocking blue eyes. Victoria had long,
straight, dark red hair, while Eliza had straight, short, blonde hair. They both had soft
features, and a Caucasian complexion. Victoria preferred a skirt with a long-sleeved
shirt and leggings, while Eliza wore long soccer shorts, and her soccer team shirt
with the number 8 on the back. Eliza loved her sister dearly, but she was also very
jealous of her. To Eliza, Victoria was everything she was not; smart, compassionate,
mature.
Dorothy had long brown hair, and honey brown eyes. She was sporty like Eliza,
and smart like Victoria. She always wore jeans, and a t-shirt. Today her shirt said
“Save the Turtles” with a picture of a baby turtle on it. Unlike other popular girls, she
was friendly and wasn’t vain. She was an avid environmentalist, and had recently
started a group called “Warriors for the Environment.” Eliza always wanted to be like
Dorothy.
“What are you looking at?” a boy’s voice asked, shaking Eliza out of her
thoughts.
Dorothy whirled around, and was met face to face with Mike Evans, a boy from
their class.
He was dark-skinned with black curls, was lanky, and was one of the best
students in their grade. His brown eyes momentarily turned purple when the
necklace’s light reflected onto his eyes.
“Nice necklace, Dorothy. Is it yours?” Mike asked.
“No, it fell out of the sky just a few minutes ago,” Dorothy answered. Mike
smiled like she was being sarcastic, but the smile died when he realized she wasn’t
joking.
“It fell,” he said, like he couldn’t believe it.
“A bird pooped it,” Eliza said to get on Dorothy’s nerves. It worked, and
Dorothy glared at her.
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They continued walking, with Dorothy stopping to ask people if the necklace
was theirs. After asking 100 people (128 people according to Victoria), Dorothy
decided it didn’t belong to anyone in their area.
Eliza looked into her backpack and started to shuffle through the mess. She
didn’t have any interest in what her friends were saying.
Eliza looked around in her backpack and found a bunch of papers, a few pieces
of Halloween candy, pencils, folders, and more. Her soccer cleats were tied by the
shoelaces to her zippers, which usually annoyed her mom. She looked up and
focused on the sky, then focused down onto the sidewalk, ignoring everything her
friends were saying. She then started kicking a stone, until it skittered onto the
street.
“Eliza, are you there?” Dorothy asked, waving her hand in Eliza’s face.
Eliza looked at Dorothy, and decided to tune into the conversation.
“Hey, where is Duke?” Victoria asked Mike. “You two are like Siamese twins,
always together.”
“He’s bringing Eddy along, so it’s taking him some time,” Mike said, looking off
in the direction of Eddy’s house.
“He’s bringing my cousin along?” Dorothy gasped, choking on her own words. “I
thought Eddy went to that other school!”
Dorothy squeezed the necklace so hard that her hands turned white.
Suddenly, she yelped. The stone was glowing brightly, and was steaming. Her hand
turned a bright red color.
“What did I do?” Dorothy asked.
“I have no idea,” Eliza said, her eyes widening. Victoria naturally jumped from
the steaming stone, and Mike yelped.
The stone disappeared, leaving an empty frame, along with a chain. Inside the
frame there were some unrecognizable figures. The frame was absolutely cold,
which was strange, since the stone was burning hot.
“What?!” Mike said. “How?”
The girls shrugged.
“Well, it looks like the stone decided to leave,” Eliza joked, with no humor in
her voice.
All of a sudden, the stone reappeared, but not in the frame. It was on the
ground. The stone melted into the ground.
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“Stone ice?” Mike said. “Melting stone ice.”
“I think I’m going crazy,” Victoria muttered. She rummaged through her
backpack, pulled out her water bottle, and with a “I think I’m dehydrated,” she
finished all her water.
Eliza felt strange, then she realized the air around them started to hum, then
shimmer.
“How does nobody see this?” Eliza asked. People were driving past them, and
didn’t wonder why the air was humming or shimmering.
“I have no idea,” Mike said.
The air around them turned the same shade of purple as the stone. Suddenly,
Eliza felt like her stomach was falling out of her body. She fell towards the ground,
and saw that the others did the same. Everything around them turned purple, and
when Dorothy tried to scoot towards the edge-the part where the purpleness met
the air-she was thrown back into Victoria. Dorothy’s eyes rolled back into her head.
Eliza scooted around, and here hair blew into her face, obscuring her vision.
Through what she could make out, two boys ran towards her. She recognized one of
the boys, who had dusty light brown hair, and honey brown eyes, as Edward,
Dorothy’s cousin. The other was Duke, who was Asian, had black hair, and had
chocolate brown eyes surrounded by dark green glasses.
No! Eddy, Duke, TURN AROUND! She thought frantically. She tried to scream at
them, but her mouth was smothered in purple wind, and what she thought to be her
own hair. She gagged, losing precious time as the purple air turned into a violent
hurricane around her. Eddy and Duke were getting closer, and Eliza briefly blacked
out.
To be continued…
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HIPPIE GIRL
VANESSA F., GRADE 5
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THE STORY OF LIL’ JIM
AND TIM
ERIC OSGOOD and OLIVER JOHNSON, GRADE 6

T

Prologue

here are two little men named Li’l Jim and Li’l Tim and they live in a tiny

village called Li’l Town. Li’l Town is financially struggling. They live with other people
like Mad Scientist Jim and Big Teeth Tim. One day Li’l Jim and Li’l Tim went exploring
in the mountains and then they met some monsters called the CHEEZ-IT and PUM
PUM DRAGON, also a secret monster. Now we will see this starting at the village
from the perspective of Li’l Jim.
Chapter 1
(Perspective of Jim)
“Tim?!” I yelled while knocking on my best friend’s door. “Are you there?” When
he opened the door I fell into his house because I was leaning on the door.
“What’s up?” Tim asked.
“We must go to the mountains for treasure,” I said.
“Ok, sure. I will get backpacks to hold the supplies!” yelled Li’l Tim.
A half-hour later...
When Tim came back, he had two backpacks filled with food and tools. “Now
we will go to the mountains!” said Li’l Tim.
Chapter 2
(Perspective of Tim)
“Wait up Jim!” I yelled. “Can we take a break please?”
“Uh ok fine,” moaned Jim. We found a big flat rock and made a small camp. I
was panting with exhaustion. After a while, we realized the rock was too small to
sleep on, so we went to find a different place.
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“So Jim?” I asked, “what should we do in the morning?” Oh yeah it’s night time
I forgot to tell you.
“I’m not sure Tim, maybe we could find a cave to explore and sleep in,” replied
Jim.
As Jim and I walked off to find a cave we saw a huge green nasty creature or
also known as SHRIEKY!
“AHHHH, what should we do Jim?” We can't afford to die, like we literally can't,
we are too poor!” I screamed. We bought a ton of McDonald's burgers so we can’t
afford anything else. “I got an idea, Jim,” I said.
“We can throw all of the cheeseburgers that we wasted our money on at
SHRIEKY, and then we will rob him too!” screamed Jim.
Chapter 3
(Perspective of Shrieky)
So I was just waking up from my long 5 minutes of sleep and I was going to
the mountain to take a big bathroom break. Then, I saw two little kids walking by my
cave, and as great as the monster that I am, I wanted to eat them. A man can only
eat veggies for so long. I'm on a DIET! So I went and tried to scare them, but instead,
they threw McDonald’s burgers at me. I could’ve fought them longer but I had to go
to the bathroom really badly, so I ran away.
Chapter 4
(Perspective of Lil’ Jim)
“We are lucky that SHRIEKY had to go to the bathroom because we were
running out of burgers,” I said.
“Yes,” said Tim. We continued our journey through the mountains. We were
nearly at a gold mine when a big square thing made out of cheese came from the
bushes.
“It is I, the one and the beautiful CHEEZ-IT.”
“Beautiful, really?” I said.
Chapter 5
(Perspective of the CHEEZ-IT)
“It is I, the one and the beautiful CHEEZ-It. (Although some people don’t think
that I am beautiful.) Actually, now that I think about it, I am CHEEZ. I was in some
bushes when I heard 2 kids walking up the mountain. I jump out and say, ‘It is I, the
one and the beautiful CHEEZ-IT.’ Gosh, I say that a lot. I tried to scare them away
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but they just ate half my body and moved on. SO MUCH FOR BEING A BEAUTIFUL
PIECE OF CHEESE!”
Chapter 6
(Perspective of Tim)
“That was a good snack,” I said. “Also, we are so close to the treasure.”
We need to go to sleep because we stayed up late wasting our time with
SHRIEKY and CHEEZ-IT.
“What Time is it?” Jim said.
“1:46 AM,” I said.
“Ok, let’s sleep.”
We found a cave, made a fire, and slept. In the morning, Tim and I walked some
more before meeting a non-violent dragon.
Chapter 7
(Perspective of Pum Pum dragon)
I looked out of my cave and saw two kids. I came out and said, “I am Pum Pum
dragon.”
“You don’t look fierce,” said Tim.
“I know, I try to explain it to other people but it is sort of hard.”
“Then,” one of them said, “why don’t you just tell them your name because
that is really NOT fierce.”
I said, “You're mean.”
“Exactly,” said one of them.
Then they passed. That made me so angry that I tried to attack them... CUE
BOSS FIGHT MUSIC!!!
“It turned out that fighting them was a mistake because they shoved me into
a rock so I ran away.”
Chapter 8
(perspective of Lil’ Jim)
“I see something,” I said
“What?”
“I think it is the treasure,” said I.
“Ooooh,” Tim said. We ran up to a cave and went in. Little did we know there
was a deadly creature waiting for us.
“We need to find the treasure,” I said.
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“Yes thank you for informing me,” Tim replied.
“Wait do you hear noises?” Tim asked me.
“Yes, I do.”
Just then BIG NIN came out and said, “I am BIG NIN.”
“NIN”? I asked.
“Yes,” said BIG NIN. “I am the one and the beautiful.”
“So are we going to fight or something,” I said.
“Yes,” BIG NIN replied. “CUE CHEESY MUSIC.” Since BIG NIN was crazy he tried
hitting Lil’ Tim and me with his trusty milk bottle. That only ended up with the bottle
getting a MAJOR dent. Next BIG NIN grabbed his NIN’s cheese blaster and started
firing at Tim and me. Since he was not great at anything he missed every shot and
ran out of cheese (in fact, all the cheese ended up about 50 feet away from us), and
he ran away from us.
CHAPTER 9
(epilogue)
All of the major bosses had a lack of power, strength, aim, and brainpower. Our
heroes found a cave and spent a long time digging and searching. They finally found
a crate with a bunch of gold coins and diamonds. As they returned to the village
nothing tried to stop them. They got home as happy as can be. Now the town is
wealthy again, and everyone has a picture of Lil’ Jim and Lil’ Tim on their door.
THE END
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HEAL-VEN: CEMETERY
OF THE LIVING
JAKE ZANE HUELSENBECK, GRADE 6

H

e had been summoned here, but the boy did not know that yet. He woke

up on the floor of what appeared to be a giant stadium. The boy raised his head from
the ground, opened his eyes, and peered around the enormous structure towering
above him. He tried to orient himself to when and where he was but got nothing. Not
even a shred of recognition or memory, which made him uncomfortable and irritated.
He flipped faster through his questioning thoughts…. searching…. until someone
spoke.
“You’re finally awake,” a girl said.
He spun around to see the voice’s owner. When his eyes landed on her, he
instinctively assessed threat level, scanning, calculating and spitting out data with
ease. She was not quite 5 feet tall, a bit older than he was, long braided brown hair,
bright eyes, sprite and holding a “what is ….is that a weapon…is it pink?” he
mumbled to himself. “Not a threat,” his mind whispered to him.
Relaxing a bit, he replied, “I guess so. Yes. I am awake. Where am I exactly? In
some sort of stadium, I guess?”
“Oh yeah, I have to tell you what this is. Don’t I? This is The Devil’s Stadium.
But trust me, you will learn all about it, more than you ever wished to know, after
you’ve lived here for a while,” she said with a smirk.
“WHAT! The Devil’s Stadium? How can you say that so casually? This is, uh…
this place is the H word then…. right as in H … E … double hockey sticks? You just
said this is the Devil’s Stadium, so this has to be the underworld,” the newcomer
said, his body quickly filling with fear he, began to tremble.
“Well, I might as well introduce myself, I am Belle. I have been here the
longest, and no, it is not the H word you are referring to with the double hockey
sticks,” she said in a mocking but playful tone. “Cringe Axyl… no one over the age of
6 says double hockey sticks” she chuckled to herself... “This place is a different H
word, this is Heal-Ven,” she said, as she waved her arm in a welcoming gesture.
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Axyl let out a long exhale. “Ok, good to know Belle, phew, I am Axyl…,” he said
slowly. After a couple beats, he said, “Also, ah, Heal-Ven, what exactly is that?
Maybe the mixture of H2 & H1, like H3? Or no, it is double hockey sticks and Heaven?
I mean I assume by the sound of the name that….,” Axyl said a bit too casually,
obviously trying to appear as if this was a normal everyday experience for him.
Meanwhile, inside, he was the opposite of calm. His mind was spinning.
“You catch on quickly,” Belle said. “This is known as the space between. HealVen as you say it, is where your fate is determined. Kind of a like an appeal, a second
opinion or a recount but you get to add new stuff here. You only arrive here if there
was a significant debate on you. You don’t arrive here in Heal-Ven without a
considerable amount of… colorfulness, shall we say. In Heal-Ven, your fate and your
karma become clear. It is kind of like casting the swing vote on your own karma –
should you spend an eternity in Hell, or a lifetime in Heaven.”
“Wait. What? Why do you say it like that…why are there time differences
between how long you spend in Heaven vs how long you spend in Hockey Sticks?”
Axyl asked.
“Because, one day in Heaven, is one year in the Sticks,” Belle stated.
“Wow, that is a big-time difference,” he said, shaking his head, not fully
comprehending. “Belle, why do you have such a large weapon in your hand? I mean I
know now we are not in the kingdom of darkness, and it is pink, but it’s still a
weapon …So why are you carrying that here?”
“It was a gift that I actually like, and we are required to become competent
with a weapon because we are still required to engage in fighting at times – it is the
space between- anything can be brought into it.” She said. Axyl nodded but did not
understand.
“I don’t have a weapon.” Axyl blurted out, interrupting her. “Now that I think
about it. I do not have anything else either, I don’t have a car or a house or clothes- I
mean except these I am wearing, I do not actually remember anything from before I I don’t remember anything from before I got here. Like nothing. I mean I know how to
talk and walk … I know my name, but that’s about it. I just don’t remember how I …”
Axyl trailed off.
“You don’t have any memories of your past?” Belle asked softly, breaking the
silence. Axyl, shook his head. “You are very unlucky in that case. But you’ll learn.
They’ll teach you fighting techniques, how to handle a sword and stuff soon. You
might even become a samurai,” Belle said with animation.
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And somehow, her little rib made Axyl laugh, despite everything going on
inside of him. “Belle’s an individual,” he thought, “an enigma for sure. I have a feeling
there’s a lot more ‘Grim’ to her story.” He thought remembering her words,
“You only come here if there was significant debate on you.
You don’t arrive here in Heal-Ven without a considerable amount of… colorfulness”
Just then, Axyl caught a glimpse of movement. Without thinking he glided to
her side, “Let’s go” he said as he guided Belle holding her by her elbow, he swept the
two of them into the shadows. “I will be fine with any weapon. What do you have with
you besides Pinky, ahem, Grim?” He spoke coolly, in a calm and precise way. He
sounded different, more confident. Was he graceful? He was almost graceful. She
had not heard this part of him before. He suddenly seemed … older? “Who is this
kid?” Belle thought.
“You are probably more skilled with Pinky Grim anyway….,” he said playfully
and winked at her. “Would you hand me a weapon Belle… whatever you’ve got to
give.”
Belle threw Axyl a knife (purple) and he miraculously caught it on the blade
end in between his fingers, Belle’s eyes widened, but she said nothing. Then they
were on their way. Axyl began looking around until he spotted a reflection on an
enemy’s scope from the other side of the stadium, which was roughly 2,500 feet.
Then he took off in a sprint, running full out, at incredible speed and jumped on a
barrel, then right after, hopped on a loose brick and pulled himself on top of a
building. He looked around and lost the enemy’s reflection.
Axyl rested his head back on the wall, they were gone. “Since when did you
learn how to do that? I thought you forgot everything,” Belle huffed as the hoisted
herself up and summersaulted onto the roof next to Axyl. “I thought you said you
forgot everything…. how did you do that?” she repeated with a bit of suspicion.
“I don’t know” Axyl said staring blankly back at her, “ I do not know how I ran …
moved…I don’t know. It didn’t come from up here,” he said pointing to his head, “I
just moved without thinking, it was like someone else was moving…moving my body,
but not in a creepy way, like at the same time I wasn’t thinking about it, I knew what I
was doing as it was happening, it’s …” He trailed off, shaking his head slowly. “How
can I explain this to her when I have absolutely no idea who I am or how I landed here
in HealVen, I could be a horrible …. What if I cannot do that amazing run, leap,
fighting thing I did. What if I don’t remember or what if I DO remember who I am and I
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don’t like me…” He kept going like that for a while until Belle broke through. He heard
her voice, the same one he had heard this morning, lost in this new place.
Belle said gently, “Hey Axyl, do not try to figure it out. You have a gift, just say
Thank you.” She gracefully waved her arms up and around herself. “Thank you,” she
said.
A calm faint smile came across Axyl’s face, and he closed his eyes. Then he
heard himself say “Thank you. Thank you for this day….I do not know why I’m here or
who I am,” he laughed out loud, “but somehow — it’s okay. Thank you man, I loved
today. And thank you too, Belle,” he said with his eyes still closed. They sat like this
for while, eyes closed. “Thank you Heal-Ven,” Axyl said. A tear rolled down his cheek,
not for sadness, but because he felt so very — peaceful — good here, just now, in
Heal-Ven.
Chapter One End.
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PASTEL SKY
VANESSA F., GRADE 5
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THE BATTLE OF THE
GODS: LIGHT AND DARK
AARIZ RAHMAN, GRADE 5

B

oom! The explosion sends me flying over the cliff. I land on the other side

of the cliff and I draw my sword. A bull the size of a truck barrels out of nowhere and
jumps to my side of the cliff. The bull charges towards me and I slash my sword
forward to stop the horns from skewering me. I step backward and then lunge
forward. As the bull collapses onto the ground, I drop from exhaustion and drink a
gulp of water.
Ever since the Dark Gods kept the Light Gods prisoners, life for mortals have
been almost impossible. The Dark Gods have sent monsters into the four corners of
the world.
I continue my journey towards the Dark Castle to free the Light Gods. When I
reach the Dark Castle, I am welcomed by a statue of the Dark Lord. The statue has a
face of a wolf with human features. I recoil in disgust, then continue my journey. “I
wonder why they left the gate open.” I think to myself.
When I reach the prison, I am bathed in warm light. The key is hanging on the
front of the entrance to the prison, so I take it and unlock the Light Gods from
captivity. The Light Lord thanks me. He is a tall man whose face looks like a mix of
lion and human with many scars. We head to the throne room, and we are greeted by
the Dark Lord himself, tall and imposing.
“Welcome!” He greets us with a smile that makes me shudder. “You should be
proud of getting out of that prison.”
Then he looks at me. I shiver as his gaze bores into my very soul.
“Why, a mortal freed you!” He laughs at the Light Gods. “You are weaker than I
thought!”
He snaps his finger, and the Dark Gods appear out of nowhere. Everyone
draws their weapons, and the battle begins. I am blasted out of the castle into a fort
by an explosion of Dark energy. I land on the dry ground and roll onto my back, my
bones aching.
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I stand up and notice I am being watched by many humans. One human
marches towards me and says, “I am the leader of this fort. Who are you?” He eyes
me suspiciously. “You aren’t a Dark God, are you?”
“Of course, I’m not. I just got exploded out of the Dark Castle!” I cry.
“Hmm. Fine, I believe you. We will give you a few supplies and bid you off.” he
replies calmly.
“No, I can’t.” I mutter.
“Then what do you want from us?” he asks.
“Help us fight the Dark Gods!” I plea.
“No,” he says flatly. “We have lost enough humans. We are going to set off to
find a better place to live.”
“But you can make this fort a better place if you help me!” I shout in despair.
He thinks about it, then he gives in, and we get ready to march towards the
castle.
Before we reach, the castle explodes in a mighty fireball. We yell and charge
at the Dark Gods, who have uncertain faces. We see the Dark Lord running towards
an altar and placing a shimmering black bottle in it. Immediately a booming voice
echoes across the battlefield. Everyone pauses and faces the altar.
“I am Phäthôm, the Doomsbringer! I will crush all with a swipe of my claws!”
bellows the booming voice. Then a dragon erupts from the altar and soars towards
the sky. He shoots a mighty fireball that burns some of the humans and a few Dark
Gods.
I immediately run towards the Light Lord and ask if he will give me some of his
magic. He grants my wish, and I feel a surge of power inside me. I use my new powers
to blast myself onto Phäntôm. I land on the dragon, and he blows a fireball at me. I
duck towards the side, and stab forward. My sword bounces off the scales. I aim
again, and my sword again bounces off the scales. “Third time's a charm.” I say to
myself and stab forward and this time I find my mark. Phäthôm shrieks and falls
towards the ground.
I jump off just in time, and Phäthôm crashes into the Dark Lord and the
remaining Dark Gods with a deafening boom, and the battle is over. Phäthôm raises
his neck, but then it falls to the ground. Everyone cheers, and the Light Lord brings
the fallen heroes on the battlefield back to life with a surge of magic.
We look for the Dark Lord’s body, but it’s nowhere to be found. So somewhere
out there, the Dark Lord is planning something sinister.
The End.
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THE BLACK SKY
SAMARTH KAASHYAP, GRADE 6
You and me, we both have to try,
Otherwise, we’ll all have a black sky.
With all means, we have to stop the war of the Nuclear,
You have to agree, it creates a kingdom of fear.
If the impending, inexorable, crisis strikes,
We cannot escape the disaster’s likes.
When all of the Nuclear energy is spent,
No one can escape from harm, not even Clark Kent.
Your doctors will give you the utmost care,
But who will survive, with this Nuclear Warfare?
Families will be secluded, condolences will be paid,
People will fight for their life and in the grave will they be laid.
Try and try again, and you will be done,
When all seems lost it has but begun.
When you think about it, it seems inevitable,
No one knows it’s just like the flip of a nickel.
We are stronger than this,
We must throw the disk.
Humanity came all the way,
And humanity will triumph at the end of the day.
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FREE FALL
AARIZ RAHMAN, GRADE 5
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QUARTERBACK
KADEN WU, GRADE 5

I play quarterback
On the best team in my league
We are champions
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POLLUTION
KADEN WU, GRADE 5
Pollution harms Earth
Earth is suffering badly
We need to help Earth
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THE BEAUTY OF NATURE
AARIZ RAHMAN, GRADE 5
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THE SACRIFICE
SAMARTH KAASHYAP, GRADE 6
For days my brother had been obsessing over the newspaper,
But when I realized the truth my hope evaporated like water vapor.
For days all the boys of eighteen,
Have in their eyes a gleeful sheen.
For now, it is wartime and the beckoning call asks for volunteers,
To go to the other side of the world and face the enemies’ sneers.
I’ve heard the slamming doors, the arguments at night,
My brother begging to face this depressing plight.
He says all his friends are leaving to get revenge,
My mother replies it is not his job to avenge.
He wants to hold a gun,
He says he wants to make the adversaries run.
He tells my mom about the glory soldiers get,
He tells her not to fret.
My mother shows him the true pictures and his stomach churns,
And to our success his passion to fight burns.
But to no avail, the devils draft him anyway.
To go to hell, and never turn the other way.
My brother promises my mom he will come back home,
But on the battlefield he still roams.
Only now do I understand the sacrifice he has made,
To our country, our home, and for our enemies not to pervade.
I then devoted my life to spreading the message of peace into people’s hearts,
But we cannot have peace when the world is still apart.
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WELCOME TO NERORTHA,
CHAPTER 1: A NEW WORLD
(PART 2)
SHAILI SHARMA, GRADE 6

M

ike came to, on the ground. He coughed and spit dust out of his mouth.

He slowly got up and looked around. Dorothy and Victoria were unconscious. Eliza
was staring up at the sky in shock.
“We fell out,” she said shakily. “We fell out of the sky.”
“Yeah…,” Mike agreed.
“The sky pooped us out.” Eliza muttered. She rubbed her head which now had a
large knot forming on it. She muttered curses and stood up.
“AAAAAAAH!” A boy’s voice screamed. Eliza and Mike whipped their heads up,
and saw Eddy and Duke falling out of the sky.
“ARE YOU KIDDING ME?!” Duke screamed. At least Duke was conscious. Eddy
was not so lucky; his eyes rolled up into his head, and his body slumped like a
ragdoll.
They crashed down, and Duke lay groaning on the ground. Eddy was slumped
over a mound of sand. Mike and Eliza had to help Duke up. He stumbled trying to
stand.
“Woah,” Duke said. “This place….”
Mike looked around, and finally admired his surroundings. The area was like a
dessert with red sand, with a sparkling blue lake nearby. The ground was littered
with stones and boulders.
There was a mountain range next to them. Around three of the mountains was
a stone wall. There was an archway in the wall, doubling as a door to what Mike
guessed was a vast city with buildings on the mountain. It was bustling with people,
and nobody seemed to notice that Mike and his friends were about 50 feet away
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from the arch. The city was so vast Mike couldn’t even see the end. The city had
fields of grass to make up for the stone, and a sparkling stream leading to a lake
nearby a meadow. The natural beauty was strange, compared to the outside of the
city. There were weeds growing in the cracks of the streets, but somehow the
weeds also looked like a natural beauty. To put it in simple words, the city was
beautiful.
“Oh. My. Gosh,” Mike said loudly. Mike turned to Eliza and Duke to see their
expressions. Eliza was glaring at Duke, who was shrinking away.
“What is going on?” Mike asked.
Eliza growled. “This boy followed us into the magical air thingy. Why?”
“To help you! I thought you were in some kind of trouble,” Duke said, scared of
Eliza. Mike agreed that Eliza could be a horrifying eleven-year-old sometimes. Like
the time she uphanded a kid in their class with their lunch for bullying Victoria. After
that, the kid shied away from Eliza whenever she passed him in the hallway.
Eliza’s frown melted into a smile. Then she looked behind Duke and sucked in
a scream.
“Don’t turn around,” she spoke. Being the people they were, Mike and Duke
turned around. They didn’t expect something to meet their eyes.
On the rock nearby them, a creature was perching. How did Mike not see it
before? It was a tiger-like creature, with snakes for a tail. The ten-foot-tall bulk of a
monster was crouching, like it was getting ready to pounce. It started growling, and
the tail snakes started hissing. Its mouth was dirty, with the remains of old meals. It
was the most horrifying thing Mike ever saw before. Eliza backed up, and the
creature realizing its lunch was leaving, pounced. It landed on top of Eliza giving her
arm and cheek a bloody makeover.
“NO!” an unfamiliar voice yelled. A girl took a running jump and landed on the
creature. She stabbed it with her sword. It never got to start its meal. Eliza groaned,
and the girl jumped off the creature’s carcass. The girl pushed it off of Eliza, who,
clutching her arm, got up.
The girl had brown hair, and brown eyes. She was wearing a simple, dark red
dress, and shoes which looked like slip-on Mary Janes, which were also red. She
wore a pure gold headband-like object. The “headband” had two thick golden parts
which were connected at the back, but not in the front. At her temples, the band
angled downwards, stopping at a point between her eyebrows. The supposed “point”
was a huge red jewel. She must have really liked red.
She crouched down and shook Eddy awake. Eddy got up, and moaned.
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“Where am I?” Eddy asked.
The girl smiled and shook Dorothy and Victoria awake. Dorothy got up, saw the
blood on Eliza, and gasped.
“Eliza! Are you okay?” She asked.
Eliza shook her head. “No.”
Victoria’s face was pale. “Does Eliza need medical attention?”
The girl suddenly spoke. “We will have to see. Some of those creatures are
poisonous, but her wound isn’t smoking, so that is a good sign. Her arm will have to
be mended, though.”
“What is your name?” Mike asked.
“Herana Magunia, or Princess Herana if you are in a formal mood,” the girl said,
sounding a bit indignant. She had an accent, which was formal but strange.
“Princess Herana. A princess?” Mike said.
“What are your names?” Herana asked, ignoring Mike.
“Michael Evans,” Mike told her.
“Dorothy Fischer,” Dorothy added.
“Nice names,” Herana told Mike and Dorothy.
“I’m Elizabeth Rose Johnson,” Eliza said, holding out her hand. Herana shook it,
smiling.
“Im Eliza’s twin, Victoria Alexandria Johnson,” Victoria said scooting closer to
her sister.
“Edward George Fischer. I’m Dorothy’s cousin from her dad’s side. George is
my mom’s maiden name.”
Duke was still silent, until Mike nudged him.
“My name is Duke Cheng,” Duke said quickly.
Herana studied them for a long time, and Mike could see a question forming in
her mind.
“You are not from around here,” Herana decided.
“Yeah,” Eliza said.
Herana cocked her head, confused. “What is ‘yeah’?”
“It’s another version of ‘yes.’” Dorothy explained to her.
“Where are you from‒” Herana started to ask, but was interrupted by Eliza
doubling over. Her wounds were now steaming.
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“We must go to my home.” Herana said, putting one arm around Eliza to help
her stand.
“Where are you taking her?” Dorothy asked.
“To the castle. She will get taken care of and get medicine.” Herana said.
“Where are we?” Victoria asked, like it just occurred to her.
Herana paused before answering. “Nerortha.”
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